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Abstract: This paper presents a novel cache architecture using 7T/14T SRAM, which can improve its reliability with
control lines dynamically. Our proposed 14T word-enhancing scheme can enhance its operating margin in word granu-
larity by combining two words in a low-voltage mode. Furthermore, we propose a new testing method that maximizes
the efficiency of the 14T word-enhancing scheme. In a 65-nm process, it can reduce the minimum operation volt-
age (Vmin) to 0.5 V to a level that is 42% and 21% lower, respectively, than those of a conventional 6T SRAM and a
cache word-disable scheme. Measurement results show that the 14T word-enhancing scheme can reduce Vmin of the
6T SRAM and 14T dependable modes by 25% and 19%, respectively. The respective dynamic power reductions are
89.2% and 73.9%. The respective total power reductions are 44.8% and 20.9%.
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1. Introduction

As process technology advances, the minimum feature size de-
creases, which enables manufacture of components with higher
density at lower cost. However, technology scaling increases the
threshold-voltage (Vth) variation of MOS transistors mainly be-
cause of the random dopant fluctuation. A minimum operating
voltage (Vmin) becomes higher as the Vth variation increases with
technology scaling. The increase of Vmin degrades the device re-
liability because of power supply noise, IR drops, and/or soft er-
rors. The dynamic power is proportional to the square of the oper-
ating voltage (Vdd). Therefore, Vmin is an important parameter in
power dissipation because, when using larger Vmin, dynamic volt-
age and frequency scaling (DVFS) cannot be exploited. There-
fore, the range of power scaling is restricted.

The Vmin on an entire processor including logic blocks and
memory components is determined by the circuit that has the
highest value of Vmin [1]. The SRAM has a larger standard devia-
tion of threshold voltage than logic blocks because its transistors
are smaller. To make matters worse, the capacity of SRAM bit-
cells on a processor is huge. Consequently, large SRAM blocks
such as L1 data/instruction caches and last level cache (LLC) de-
termine the Vmin on the processor.

The Vth variation in each SRAM bitcell is distributed ran-
domly throughout the whole SRAM block, which is known as
random variation or local variation. Therefore, failures in the
whole SRAM block or in the entire processor are distributed.
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Coarse-grain control on an SRAM block level basis or a cache
way level basis cannot prevent these failures efficiently. There-
fore, to reduce Vmin, fine-grain control that adaptively addresses
the Vth variations must be applied to the SRAM block.

As described in this paper, we present a word-level enhancing
scheme using 7T/14T SRAM for a large-capacity cache. The pro-
posed 14T word-enhancing scheme is implemented with leverag-
ing the word cut-off and with combining a 7T less-marginal bit-
cell to an adjacent 7T bitcell. The 14T word-enhancing scheme
can reduce Vmin lower than the cache word-disable scheme pro-
posed by [2] because it can enhance the operating margin of the
defective bitcell by making use of the 14T structure.

In the next section, we describe works related to the cache for
low-voltage operation or yield enhancement. We then introduce
the 7T/14T SRAM bitcell and its operating modes, and compare
bit error rates (BERs) of 7T/14T SRAM with other conventional
schemes in Section 3. Section 4 presents a description of the
proposed 14T word-enhancing scheme and the proposed incre-
mental testing scheme. Then, the simulated and measured im-
provements of Vmin compared with the conventional scheme are
reported. Detailed descriptions of the physical implementation of
the 14T word-enhancing scheme are also presented. In Section 5,
we describe a comparison of performance, energy, and power be-
tween the conventional scheme and the proposed scheme. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

A previous work [13] did not include a description of the ef-
fects of Vmin reduction in measurements of the fabricated silicon
chip. Furthermore, it did not provide a detailed evaluation of en-
ergy and power consumptions. Those discussions are presented
in this paper, respectively, in Sections 4.6 and 5.2.
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2. Related Work

Wilkerson et al. proposed the cache word-disable scheme (‘the
word-disable scheme’ hereinafter) and the cache bit-fix scheme
(‘bit-fix scheme’) enabling low-voltage operation [2]. The word-
disable scheme disables defective words and selects four work-
able words from eight words. A defect word map (one-bit infor-
mation per word), which shows which words are defective and
valid, is stored in a cache tag. The word-disable scheme purges
the remaining four words. Therefore, the cache size and asso-
ciativity must be halved. The number of ways is reduced to four
from eight in studies described in the literature.

The bit-fix scheme exploits one strategy for redundancy: it
stores locations of defective bits in the remaining three ways
along with patch bits for them. Then, the defective bits are re-
placed with the patch bits. The number of ways results in six
from eight, which means that the area overhead is smaller than
the word-disable scheme. However, the bit-fix scheme suffers a
three-cycle penalty, whereas that in the word-disable scheme suf-
fers only a one-cycle penalty. In low-voltage operation, the relia-
bility in the redundant way is lowered as much as the other three
ways, where slow error correction coding (ECC) must be imple-
mented. The bit-fix scheme cannot operate at a lower voltage
than the word-disable scheme because the failure rate is increased
rapidly in the redundancy way. Even ECC cannot fix it.

That earlier study applied a word-disable scheme and the bit-
fix scheme to L1 caches and L2 cache, respectively, achieving
Vmin reduction to 0.5 V. Nevertheless, detailed conditions of the
failure rate in their 6T SRAM were not described clearly. The
failure rate for the redundancy way was not considered in their
report.

Ozdemir et al. proposed a yield-aware cache architecture
and specifically addressed cache access latency and leakage
power [3]. They developed four schemes: The first one disables
cache ways that have timing failures or excess leakage to improve
the cache yield. The second also disables horizontal regions in the
cache. The third one changes cache access latency in each cache
way. The fourth is a hybrid scheme of the first, second, and/or
third schemes. They reduced the yield losses by 81.1% using the
fourth hybrid scheme. However, they evaluated the yield only
with access latencies and leakage power, although margin anal-
ysis in SRAM is fundamental to the yield evaluation at a low
voltage.

3. 7T14T SRAM

3.1 Failures in SRAM
Failures in SRAM are categorizable as read margin failures,

write margin failures, and access time violations.
• Read margin failure: a read operation is signified by a read

static noise margin (read SNM) [8]. If the read SNM be-
comes zero by a low Vdd, a noise source, or destructive read-
out, then the stored datum flips.

• Write margin failure: a write operation is explainable by a
write-trip point (WTP) as a metric (= write margin) [9]. The
WTP represents the maximum voltage that can write ‘0’ to a
bitcell and can then flip an internal datum.

Fig. 1 A 7T/14T bitcell pair.

Fig. 2 Conventional 6T bitcells.

• Access time violation occurs when a differential voltage be-
tween bitlines is small and a sense amplifier cannot sense it
in a predetermined acceptable time. The access time viola-
tion is dependent on the clock frequency and a timing guard
band. This failure type is not incorporated into the discus-
sion presented in this paper because it is dependent on the
clock frequency. The read SNM and the write margin are
dominant at low frequencies.

3.2 7T/14T SRAM
Figure 1 depicts the 7T bitcell (14T for two bitcells) [4]. Two

pMOSes are added to internal nodes (‘N00 and N10’, ‘N01 and
N11’) in a pair of the conventional 6T bitcells presented in Fig. 2.
The area overhead in the 7T bitcell is 11% greater than that of the
conventional 6T bitcell.

Table 1 shows that the 7T/14T bitcells have two modes.
• Normal mode (7T): The additional transistors are turned off

(CL = ‘H’); the 7T cell acts as a conventional 6T cell.
• Dependable mode (14T): The additional transistors are

turned on (CL = ‘L’); the internal nodes are shared by the
bitcell pair. In a write operation, both WL0 and WL1 are
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Fig. 3 BERs for 32-bit cache: “6T”, “1-bit ECC”, “bit-fix” and “word-disable” use conventional 6T
bitcell schemes; “7T normal” and “14T dependable” use 7T/14T bitcells.

Fig. 4 BERs: magnifying the area bounded by the dashed line in Fig. 3.

Table 1 Two modes in 7T/14T bitcell.

driven, but in a read operation, either WL0 or WL1 is as-
serted, which ensures stable operations.

In the normal mode, a one-bit datum is stored in one bitcell,
which means that it is more area-efficient. In the dependable
mode, a one-bit datum is stored in two bitcells, although the re-
liability of the information differs from that of the normal mode.
The ‘more dependable with less failure rate’ information is ob-
tainable by combining two bitcells [4]. In addition, the 14T de-
pendable mode has better soft-error tolerance than the 7T normal
mode because its internal node has more capacitance.

3.3 Bit Error Rates (BERs)
Figure 3 presents the bit error rates (BERs) simulated in a com-

mercial 65-nm process. As described herein, the BER is referred
as a metric in terms of the failure rate. The BERs in the 7T nor-
mal bitcell and the 14T dependable bitcell were obtained through
Monte Carlo circuit simulation. The BERs in other scheme were
obtained by probabilistic calculations using the above BERs in
the 7T and 14T bitcells. Detailed descriptions of the probabilis-
tic calculations are presented in the Appendix section. We also
consider the worst-case parameters: temperature and a process
corner.

Figure 4 portrays a magnified view of the area bounded by
the dashed line in Fig. 3. Assuming 99.9% yield in 32-KB
caches (999 good 32-KB caches out of 1,000), the respective
Vmin in the conventional 6T bitcell, one-bit ECC for a 32-bit word
(= 32 bits + 6 correction bits) using 6T bitcells, the word-disable
scheme, the bit-fix scheme, and the 14T dependable mode are
0.8 V, 0.685 V, 0.61 V, 0.615 V, and 0.620 V. Furthermore, assum-
ing 99.9% yield in 4-MB cache, their Vmin values respectively
become 0.855 V, 0.72 V, 0.63 V, 0.645 V, and 0.66 V. The BER
curve in the 7T normal mode is the same as that of the conven-
tional 6T bitcells. The word-disable scheme can operate at lower
Vmin than the other schemes at both 32 KB and 4 MB sizes. In
this simulation, the 14T dependable mode is applied uniformly to
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the entire cache (see Fig. 9 (a)); its BER slope is gentler than that
of the word-disable scheme and the bit-fix scheme that exploits
the word-grain control and the bit-grain control. Fine-grain con-
trol such as the word-grain control or the bit-grain control is more
efficient than uniform control for a low BER at a low voltage be-
cause it can choose superior bitcells selectively and can abandon
less-margin bitcells in the fine-grain region. However, the uni-
form control of the 14T dependable mode in this simulation uses
all pairs of bitcells. Therefore, we apply fine-grain control to the
14T dependable mode in the next section.

4. Implementation of the 14T Word-
Enhancing Scheme

In this section, we describe the proposed 14T word-enhancing
scheme that enhances the operating margins of bitcells on the
word-grain level. Then we will introduce incremental testing to
improve the yield further. That is to say, the degree to which
Vmin is reduced using the proposed schemes will be demonstrated
through comparison with the conventional word-disable scheme.

4.1 Conventional Word-disable Scheme
As described in Section 2, the word-disable scheme was pro-

posed in an earlier report in the literature [2]. The word-disable
scheme purges defective words, combines two cache lines in two
consecutive ways, and thereby produces one logical cache line.
Consequently, this scheme halves the cache size and associativ-
ity with cutting out of the defective words. Each way’s tag has a
defect word map as one-bit information that signifies a defective
word (1) or a valid word (0). In a single 64-B cache line, it in-
cludes 16 sets of 32-bit words, which means that each cache line
has the additional 16-bit defect word map in its tag.

Figure 5 portrays a comprehensive view of the cache word-
disable scheme. A 16-word cache line is halved (Word0–Word7
and Word8–Word15). In every stage, a word shifter removes a
defective word (or weak word). That is, four defective words are
removed in all through the four stages. Four defect-free words
(strong words) remain in each path. Eventually, 8 defect-free
words are obtainable out of 16 by merging the two sets of 4
defect-free words.

Figure 6 presents a block diagram of a word shifter that re-

Fig. 5 Comprehensive view of the cache word-disable scheme.

moves defective words, and presents an example in which the
second word is defective and removed. First, a defect vector
(‘01000’) is extracted from the defect word map. The convert-
ing logic, similarly to a decoder, converts the 1-hot defect vector
into a multiplexer control vector (0111) that controls four 32-bit
2:1 multiplexers to shift out the defective word.

4.2 Proposed 14T Word-enhancing Scheme with Divided
Control Line

The proposed 14T word-enhancing scheme is a method to use
of the 14T dependable mode for word-grain control. We assert
a control line using a divided control line (DCL) scheme to se-
lect either the 7T normal mode or the 14T dependable mode on
the word-grain level. The circuit function of the DCL scheme
resembles the divided word-line (DWL) scheme [10]. The DCL
scheme divides a global control line (GCL) into local control lines
(LCLs) dedicated to each word. Figure 7 depicts a schematic of
the 7T/14T SRAM with the DCL scheme. A GCL and a control
line selection (CLS) signal control an LCL on row-by-row and
column-by-column bases. In addition, a global word line (GWL)
is divided into local word lines (LWL), one of which is asserted
by the GWL and a word line selection (WLS) signal in the same
way. Dedicated decoders, which are controlled by a defect vector
from the defect word map, assert a CLS and WLS signals.

4.3 Incremental Testing for the 14T Word-enhancing
Scheme

Figure 8 portrays BERs including a word-level BER of the
14T word-enhancing scheme. The BER of the bit-fix scheme is
removed. It is not included in the following comparison because
the word-disable scheme is superior to the bit-fix scheme in terms
of low-voltage operation and the cycle penalty.

On the 32-KB and 99.9% yield line, Vmin of the 14T word-
enhancing scheme is 0.605 V. On the 4-MB and 99.9% yield line,
Vmin is 0.62 V. As this figure shows, the 14T word-enhancing
scheme yields only a small benefit compared to the conven-
tional word-disable scheme because the BER of the 14T word-
enhancing scheme is extracted from conventional testing without
consideration of its features. Conventional testing means test-
ing by lowering voltage, with subsequent checking to determine
whether each bitcell fails or not.

The conventional scheme, which performs control on a whole
block level, applies the 14T dependable mode uniformly to all
word pairs, as portrayed in Fig. 9 (a), whereas the 14T word-

Fig. 6 Block diagram of a word shifter.
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Fig. 7 7T/14T SRAM bitcell (BC) array with the divided control line (DCL) scheme.

Fig. 8 BERs: including the 14T word-enhancing scheme with conventional testing.

enhancing scheme reinforces a defective word using another half
of a pair connected to the word in a testing phase. In low-voltage
testing, however, if both words in a 14T pair are recognized as
defective words simultaneously at a certain voltage, then such
a word pair cannot be applied to the 14T dependable mode, as
shown in Fig. 9 (b). In fact, the 14T word-enhancing scheme can
reduce its Vmin efficiently in the case in which the 14T depend-
able mode is applied to all word pairs, as presented in Fig. 9 (c).
To do so, we propose incremental testing that exploits the salient
feature of the 14T dependable mode.

Incremental testing is based on the idea of applying the 14T
dependable mode incrementally to the word pairs to maximize
the number of word pairs. Incremental testing adopts one word
pair on even and odd lines for the 14T dependable mode within a
single execution of testing.

Figure 10 portrays a flow chart showing the incremental test-
ing process. We take a step of an incremental Vdd as 50 mV [6].
First, the testing Vdd is set to a nominal voltage. Next, testing
is executed to evaluate whether defective words are detected or
not. If detected, then the 14T dependable mode is applied to the
defective words: one word in a pair at most. Then testing is ex-
ecuted again for the updated 14T pair. If defective words are not
detected, then the testing Vdd is decreased by 50 mV and testing

continues. Before every testing execution, the number of disable
words is checked to determine whether it equals or exceeds eight
words (= half of the whole words in a cache line) or not. The
incremental testing finishes if it is equal. If it is greater, then the
number of disable words is limited to half for the cache line func-
tion, so that the 14T dependable mode is not applied to the excess
words.

4.4 Improved BER in the 14T Word-enhancing Scheme
Figure 11 shows the BER of the 14T word-enhancing scheme

with incremental testing. On the 32-KB and 99.9% yield line,
Vmin in the 14T word-enhancing scheme is improved further to
0.49 V. On the 4-MB and 99.9% yield line, it is 0.5 V, which
is 42% and 21% lower, respectively, than the conventional 6T
SRAM and the word-disable scheme. The figure shows that the
14T word-enhancing scheme with the incremental testing can re-
duce Vmin effectively and that incremental testing is necessary for
the 14T word-enhancing scheme.

4.5 Implementation
Figure 12 shows a layout plot of a 4-MB cache implemented

with the 14T word-enhancing scheme using the 65-nm design
rule.
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Fig. 9 Applying the 14T dependable mode in testing. These examples use eight-word cache lines for
simplicity. Only asserted bitlines are shown. (a) Dependable mode is applied uniformly to all
word pairs. (b) Conventional testing by which the 14T dependable mode is not applied to all word
pairs. (c) Incremental testing, where the 14T dependable mode is applied to all word pairs.

Fig. 10 Flow chart of incremental testing (this figure shows the case of an
eight-word cache line).

The tags must also operate under 0.5 V. The word-disable
scheme guarantees low-voltage operation capability in the tags
by application of 10T sub-threshold (ST) bitcells [5]. The ST
10T bitcells, however, constitute a large area overhead. Instead,
we implement a tag with large 6T bitcells that can suppress ran-
dom (local) variation. The 6T bitcells for the tags are 1.3 times
larger than normal 6T cells, which is 35% smaller than the ST
10T bitcell. The large 6T bitcell can operate reliably at 0.5 V.

The respective area overhead values attributable to the tags and
DCL with the dedicated decoders are 4% and 8.9% of those in
the conventional 6T SRAM. The total area overhead including
the tags, the DCL with the dedicated decoders, and the 7T/14T
SRAM, is 24% and 8% of the respective overhead values of the
conventional 6T SRAM and the word-disable scheme.

4.6 Measurement Result
To show the voltage reduction in our scheme, we fabricated

a 512-kb SRAM macro with the proposed 14T word-enhancing
scheme in a 65-nm process. Figure 13 shows a chip micro-
graph of the 512-kb SRAM macro with the proposed 14T word-
enhancing scheme.

Figure 14 shows the measured BERs of the 6T normal, 14T
dependable, and 14T word-enhancing schemes. The function of
the incremental testing is conducted off the chip in this evalua-
tion environment. The respective first failure bits of the 6T nor-
mal, 14T dependable, and 14T word-enhancing schemes come
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Fig. 11 Bit error rates (BERs): applying 14T word-enhancing with incremental testing.

Fig. 12 Layout plot of a proposed 4-MB cache implemented with a 65-nm
process.

Fig. 13 Chip micrograph of the 512-kb SRAM macro with 14T word-
enhancing scheme.

out at 0.53 V, 0.49 V, and 0.3975 V (i.e., the respective Vmin are
0.5325 V, 0.4925 V, and 0.4 V). From this measurement, it is ap-
parent that the 14T word-enhancing scheme can function effec-
tively in a low-voltage region and reduce Vmin under the variation
of the fabricated 65-nm chip.

5. Performance, Energy, and Power Compari-
son

5.1 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we will make a performance comparison be-

tween the conventional scheme and the proposed scheme. The
performance degradation derived from the additional latencies
and the cache capacity reduction must be evaluated quantitatively.

Fig. 14 Measured BERs of 6T, 14T dependable, and 14T word-enhancing
scheme in 512-kb SRAM macro.

We used the SESC [7] cycle-accurate simulator. Table 2 presents
the architectural configuration parameters dependent on Vdd and
the energies consumed on the cache in a single operation. The
cache energies presented in Table 2 will be explained in Sec-
tion 5.2.

We assumed a 20 FO4 gate delay for a single pipeline stage and
obtained the operating frequencies in these 65-nm SPICE simu-
lations. Table 3 presents the architectural configuration param-
eters that are independent of Vdd. The 14T word-enhancing and
the word-disable have access time overhead derived respectively
from the dedicated decoder assertion of the CLS and WLS sig-
nals and the word-disable circuitry. Consequently, the 14T word-
enhancing scheme and the word-disable scheme have a one-cycle
penalty each for all cache accesses over the 6T normal mode.

We conducted SPEC2000 CINT (gzip, vpr, gcc, mcf, crafty,
parser, gap, vortex, twolf)/CFP (wupwise, swim, mesa, ammp,
equake) benchmarks and SPLASH2 benchmark [12] (fft, fmm,
ocean, lu, radix, barnes, raytrace) as a performance evaluation.
Figure 15 presents normalized IPCs in the conventional scheme
and the proposed scheme. The IPC reductions in the word-disable
and 14T word-enhance schemes are, respectively, 3.8% and 3.7%,
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Table 2 Cache architecture configuration parameters dependent on VDD: Energies of single operation are
derived from 65-nm SPICE simulations and CACTI.

Fig. 15 Normalized IPCs in SPEC CPU2000 and SPLASH2 benchmarks.

Table 3 Architecture configuration parameters independent of Vdd .

on average. They are almost identical.

5.2 Energy and Power Comparison
In the 14T dependable mode, internal nodes of the bitcell have

almost double the capacitance of the 7T normal mode. However,
the read energy in the 14T dependable mode does not increase
from the 7T normal mode because the bitline current is the same
as that of the 7T normal mode because the number of asserted
wordlines is the same. Nevertheless, the write energy increases
because charging and discharging the capacitance associated with
the internal node increases. The energy consumed on the word-

line is also increased because the number of asserted wordlines is
doubled.

CACTI [11] was used to estimate energy overheads in the
14T dependable mode, word-disable and 14T word-enhancing
schemes for the entire cache. Before the evaluation of cache
energy, we first evaluated the write energies in the 7T normal
mode and 14T dependable mode for a single 7T/14T bitcell by
65-nm SPICE simulations. The write energies per bitcell in the
7T normal mode and 14T dependable mode were, respectively,
5.5214 fJ at 1.2 V and 11.208 fJ at 1.2 V. Furthermore, we evalu-
ated additional peripheral circuitry including the word shifter and
additional dedicated decoders in the word-disable scheme, plus
driving circuits of GCL, LCL, GWL, and LWL and additional
dedicated decoders in the 14T word-enhancing scheme. By feed-
ing back the energies in the bitcells and additional peripheral cir-
cuits to CACTI, the read and write operation energy per cache
access is obtainable.

In Table 2, we assumed L1I, L1D, L2 caches in the 65-nm
technology (LSTP for cell array and HP for peripheral circuitry)
for the cache energy evaluation. The read and write energies of
each cache are shown in Table 2. During high-voltage opera-
tion, compared with the read energy overhead of the 6T normal
mode, those of the word-disable scheme and 14T word-enhancing
scheme are, respectively, 40.05% and 0.32% for L1 caches, and
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Fig. 16 Dynamic energy and dynamic power in high-voltage operation and low-voltage operation in
SPEC2000 and SPLASH2 benchmarks. Each figure is normalized by 6T normal in high voltage
operation and sums up the energies and powers on the L1D cache, L1I cache, and L2 cache: (a)
normalized total energy in each benchmark, (b) normalized total power in each benchmark.

7.62% and 0.83% for L2 cache. The write energy overheads
are, respectively, 41.48% and 1.22% for L1 caches, and 8.72%
and 0.32% for L2 caches. In the word-disable scheme, the word
shifter consumes great amounts of energy: 75.4 pJ per cache op-
eration for each cache. Consequently, the word-shifter is a ma-
jor contributor to the large energy overhead of the word-disable
scheme. In contrast, the 14T word-enhancing scheme has a rea-
sonable energy overhead even if the 14T dependable mode’s write
operation and the additional peripheral circuitry are considered.

Figure 16 (a) and (b) portray dynamic energy and dynamic
power of 6T normal mode, word-disable, and 14T word-
enhancing schemes in the high-voltage operation and low-voltage
operation. The SPEC2000 and SPLASH2 benchmarks are used.
Each figure is normalized by the 6T normal mode in the high-
voltage operation and sums up energies and powers of the L1D,
L1I, and L2 caches.
5.2.1 Overheads in high-voltage operation

The word-disable scheme in the high-voltage operation has
42.43% energy overhead and 34.33% power overhead on aver-
age, against the 6T normal mode. The word-disable consumes
large amounts of dynamic energy and dynamic power because

of its word shifter for the variation-aware low-voltage operation.
In stark contrast, the 14T word-enhancing scheme in the high-
voltage operation consumes 7.8% less energy and 10.54% less
power on average, compared with the 6T normal mode. This dif-
ference results from the increase in cache access latency, which
reduces the energy and power used in the 14T word-enhancing
scheme.
5.2.2 Energy and power reduction in low-voltage operation

During low-voltage operation, the word-disable and 14T word-
enhancing schemes respectively reduce dynamic energy usage by
22.23% and 63.1% compared with the 6T normal mode. The dy-
namic power reductions are, respectively, 58.66% and 89.22%.
Each scheme in the low-voltage operation has a different fre-
quency.
5.2.3 Leakage power

Leakage power is also calculated using CACTI, augmented
with the data obtained in SPICE simulations. We also assumed a
65-nm LSTP process for a cell array and a 65-nm HP process for
peripheral circuitry, as in the energy calculation. During high-
voltage operation, the word-disable and 14T word-enhancing
schemes consume 14.9% and 25.0% more leakage power than
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Table 4 Performance comparison: Vmin, area, frequency, IPC, and power
during low-voltage operation.

6T normal consumes. The respective increase in leakage power
of the word-disable and 14T word-enhancing schemes is caused
mainly by the increase in the number of transistors and area. Dur-
ing low-voltage operation, the respective leakage power reduc-
tions of the word-disable and the 14T word-enhancing schemes
are 27.1% and 40.0%.
5.2.4 Total power

Total power includes the dynamic power and leakage power.
During high-voltage operation, the total power used by the word-
disable is higher by 17.9% and that used by 14T word-enhancing
schemes is higher by 19.6%. During low-voltage operation, how-
ever, they are lower, respectively, by 30.2% and 44.8%.

Additionally, we estimate the total power considering the 65-
nm LSTP process for both the cell array and peripheral circuitry
assuming a low-power mobile processor. During high-voltage op-
eration, the total power of the word-disable scheme is higher by
34.3%, and the total power of the 14T word-enhancing scheme is
lower by 10.2%. During low-voltage operation, they are reduced,
respectively, by 58.5% and 88.9%. The average ratio of the dy-
namic power to the leakage power is 1:8.48 for the LSTP process
for the cell array in the HP process for the peripheral circuitry.
The average ratio is 3400:1 for the LSTP process for both the cell
array and peripheral circuitry. The leakage power is dominant
in the former case. The dynamic power is dominant in the latter
case.

Table 4 presents a comparison of the performance of the con-
ventional schemes and the proposed 14T word-enhancing scheme
during low-voltage operation. Our proposed scheme can reduce
the minimum dynamic power significantly, by 89.2% and 73.9%,
respectively, compared to the conventional 6T cell and the word-
disable scheme. It can also reduce the total power consumption of
the LSTP cell array and the HP peripheral by 44.8% and 20.9%,
respectively, and reduce the total power consumption of the LSTP
cell array and the LSTP peripheral by 88.9% and 73.2%, respec-
tively.

Wider-range power scaling is possible when using the pro-
posed scheme, which is suitable for low-power mobile devices
that have a low-power operation mode with DVFS.

6. Conclusion

We proposed a 14T word-enhancing scheme that lowers Vmin.

It uses a 7T/14T SRAM with divided control lines. The pro-

posed incremental testing expands the efficiency of the 14T word-
enhancing scheme, and it can further reduce Vmin. The proposed
architecture achieves Vmin reduction of 42% and 21%, respec-
tively, for a 4-MB cache compared to the conventional 6T SRAM
and the word-disable scheme. Measurement of a 512-kb macro
implemented with the 14T word-enhancing scheme revealed 25%
and 19% lower Vmin, respectively, than in the 6T normal mode
and 14T dependable mode. The minimum dynamic power was
89.2% and 73.9% lower, and the minimum total power was lower
by 44.8% and 20.9%.
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Appendix

A.1 Probabilistic BER calculations

Procedures used for probabilistic BER calculations for the one-
bit ECC, the bit-fix scheme [2], the word-disable scheme, and the
14T word-enhancing scheme are explained below.
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First, the procedure for the one-bit ECC is introduced and ex-
plained. The one-bit ECC can fix a one-bit error in a single word.
The BER of the one-bit ECC for an n-bit word can be expressed
as a binomial expression

BER(1 − bit ECC(n))

=1−((1−BER(6T ))n+n×((1−BER(6T ))n−1×BER(6T )))1/n,

(A.1)

where BER(6T ) denotes the BER for a single 6T bitcell.
Second, in the probabilistic BER calculation of the bit-fix

scheme, the bit-fix scheme in the literature has 10 sets of two
patch bits per 512-bit cache line. Therefore the bit-fix scheme
can repair 10 defects per 512-bit cache line by replacing the 10
defects with the 10 sets of two patch bits. In principle, one patch
bit is sufficient to fix one defect, but the address pointing to the
defect requires nine bits (512 = 29) in this case. Therefore, in
the literature, the two patch bits are adopted, which can repair
two consecutive bits with an eight-bit address (512/2 = 28). The
10 bits (two patch bits and eight address bits are further encoded
to one-bit-correction ECC, in which four bits are added to the ten
bits and the total bits becomes 14 per defect (a one-bit defect and
a two-consecutive-bit defect can be corrected by the 14 bits). The
BER of the bit-fix scheme is expressed as shown below.

BER(Bit − fix)

= 1 −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

10∑

i=0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
256

i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ × (1 − BER(6T ))2×(256−i) × BER(6T )2×i

× BER(1 − bit ECC(14))2×i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

1/512

(A.2)

Next, the probabilistic BER calculation for the word-disable
scheme is introduced. The word-disable scheme can remove eight
defective words from 16 words in one way. In a 512-bit cache line
in one way, 16 sets of 32-bit words exist. The 16-word cache line
is divided into two halves. The word-disable scheme can then
remove four defective words from eight words in the two halves.
The BER for the word disable scheme is therefore expressed as
follows.

BER(Word − disable)

= 1 −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

4∑

i=0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
8
i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ × (1 − BER(6T ))32×(8−i) × BER(6T )32×i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2/512

(A.3)

Finally, the probabilistic BER calculation for the 14T word-
enhancing scheme is introduced. Actually, the BER of the 14T
word-enhancing scheme can be expressed similarly to that for the
word-disable as

BER(14T word − enhancing)

= 1 −
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

4∑

i=0

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
8
i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ × (1 − BER(14T ))32×(8−i)

× (BER(14T ))32×i

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2/512

, (A.4)

where BER(14T ) denotes a BER for a single 14T bitcell.
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